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T
he market for single tenant net 

lease properties in 2017 operated 

in an environment of ambivalence. 

At issue were the political uncertainty fol-

lowing the election of a new U.S. presi-

dent along with uncertainty regarding 

how proposed changes to the nation’s 

tax code would treat investors used to the 

benefits of a 1031 exchange. Rising inter-

est rates over the past 18 months factored 

into net lease transactions, compressing 

yields on properties. All of these elements 

come into play at a time when retail itself 

is going through changes, forcing inves-

tors to look more closely at not only the 

real estate and location, but the viability 

of a tenant for a long-term lease.

“The interest rate increases have had 

an effect on the industry and the new 

presidential administration may have had 

some effect on the market. There is some 

concern among buyers that we could be 

heading into a downturn,” says Jereme 

Snyder, executive vice president and a di-

rector of the net lease group at Colliers 

International. “A lot of investors have be-

come more risk-averse. They are leaning 

toward safety and security and they want 

options that provide that. Unfortunately, 

most net lease assets don’t fit that box; 

consequently, these properties have been 

harder to sell.”

While these factors have aided in 

slowing the velocity of activity in the net 

lease space, the space is still healthy and 

transaction volume remains steady. Some 

brokers report 2017 as a record year. De-

mand for strong quality assets remains 

high from investors, and supply of assets 

remains balanced. Deals are closing — as 

long as they are priced correctly and sold 

effectively, meaning that brokers on both 

sides of the table are earning their keep 

through negotiations. 

Shopping Center Business spoke 

with more than 20 investment sales pro-

fessionals and buyers specializing in net 

lease properties to get their take on the 

sector’s trends and what they mean for 

2018 and beyond.

CHANGES IN RETAIL

Ten years ago, drug stores and banks 

were hot properties for investors. While 

they remain popular, investor interest in 

them has cooled from its once white-hot 

level. Why? Banks are beginning to scale 

back, with more transactions done on-

line. And the drug store sector has seen 

a lot of uncertainty with the impending 

Walgreens-Rite Aid merger and other 

consolidation in recent years. Investors 

are recognizing that a drug store is de-

pendent on factors like the sales of a su-

permarket that sits behind it or the impact 

of another store that sits across the street. 

Investors are also focused on making sure 

their property is going to be more inter-

net-proof — and more recession-resistant 

— than in the past.

“Retail is going through a substantive 

shift, and net lease is adjusting as part 

of that,” says Jonathan Wolfe, managing 

partner of Stream Capital Partners. 

The changes in retail have made inves-

tors perform deeper due diligence on 

properties than in the past. They want 

to know that the location is strong, the 

tenant is strong, and even more so that 

the tenant in that particular location is 

performing better than average and has 

the potential to do so in the future. 

“As the retail landscape remains volatile, 

investors will continue to look at an asset’s 

location, the tenant’s credit worthiness, 

the tenant’s physical store expansion and 

store closure plans across different geo-

graphical markets, as well as demographic 

shifts and whether a particular retailer can 

withstand and thrive in a strong e-com-

merce environment for years to come,” 

says Daniel Kukes, co-founder and partner 

with Landmark Investment Sales. 

“The market is still active, but it has 

softened over the last six to nine months,” 

says Robert Horvath, executive vice presi-

dent of Horvath & Tremblay. “It is still a 

very active market for net lease properties, 

but it is more active in some sectors than 

others. We are going under contract, then 

falling out more often now than we were 

six or nine months ago.”

With taxation and political concerns, 

1031 buyers have felt the pressure to buy 

now or, perhaps, look elsewhere in the 

future. The possibility that the tax code 

would be replaced with no 1031 like-kind 

exchange provision had investors con-

cerned for much of the year. It is import-

ant to note that the most recent tax bill, 

as of this writing, did include the Section 

1031 like-kind exchange provision.

“Our clients are looking at two main 

factors — updated tax law and monetary 

policy with the upcoming Fed changes,” 

says Arthur Kaplan, with the net leased 

properties group of Marcus & Millichap. 

“With favorable results, money and invest-

ments will continue to accelerate and flow 

into the United States, with a fresh boost 

in new construction for single tenant net 

lease properties, keeping the cap rate ten-

tatively compressed for the near term.”

Net Lease Properties Maintain Pace
With political and financial uncertainties looming, single tenant net lease retail properties had a strong year in 2017.

Randall Shearin

Faris Lee Investments recently arranged the 
$6.1 million sale of a 14,990-square-foot 
retail property triple-net-leased to Walgreens 
in Northglenn, Colorado, 20 miles north of 
Denver.
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AdvertoriAl

Q: What has been the biggest challenge: supply or demand? 

A: Supply: Securing truly acceptable spreads, if debt is involved, due to continuing compressed cap rates.

Q:	How	have	buyers	shifted	their	criteria	over	the	past	five	years?

A: With the sustained lower cap rates, being viewed as ‘new normal’; buying “Best-of-Breed” NNN can resume 
with more confidence. With historically lower cap rates, some escalations, preferably annually, will be a prized 
component with solid credit.

Q: How active a year will 2018 be?

A: Now that IRC 1031 status has been clarified, going forward, we expect a more rational process. Value accretion 
will be key due to lease structures. 

Sean O’Shea 
Managing Director

NEW GLOBAL PLATFORM

Family Offices

High Net Worth Investors

Cross-Border Investors

1031 Trade Buyer Soluuons

Sean O'Shea www.nnnadvisory.com 310.433.8851

http://www.nnnadvisory.com
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Change has been constant in the indus-

try, but the types of changes affecting the 

industry have themselves changed, says 

Fred Berliner, president of United Trust 

Fund, who has been buying net leased 

properties for 35 years. 

“Historically, every five to 10 years, 

the challenges we face change,” he 

says. “There was a period of time 

when there was no financing avail-

able. There was a period of time when 

interest rates were very high, and a 

period when they have been very low. 

Both of those scenarios present their 

own challenges. In the last five years, 

the challenge has been sourcing trans-

actions. That is related to the short-

age of investments where investors 

can obtain a yield. With interest rates 

so low, there is a competition about 

where to place their dollars. There are 

not enough quality transactions in the 

marketplace and there are a lot more 

people wanting to do them, which 

drives yields down even more.”

PRICING

With a new administration in Wash-

ington, there was immediate fear at the 

end of 2016 that interest rates would rise. 

Post-election, there was a jump in the 

Treasury rate, which spooked a number 

of real estate investors. As a result, 2017 

started a little slower than the average year 

in the net lease sector. As a counter-reac-

tion to that, many sellers lowered prices 

to spur buyer interest.

“A flood of underpriced properties 

hit the market early in the year due to 

brokers reacting to the rising Treasury 

rates after the election,” says Michael 

Yuras, executive managing director at 

Cushman & Wakefield. “We advised 

our clients to be patient and let the 

supply and demand drive the market, 

and not act as a ‘self-fulfilling proph-

ecy’ with pricing. As such, we were 

able to transact our listings in 2017 

at similar, if not lower, cap rates than 

we experienced in 2016.”

Record pricing is still found in many 

areas, on many top assets. Hanley 

Investment Group set a number of 

records for clients in 2017, includ-

ing one sale in a co-listing with SRS’ 

National Net Lease Group for a Mc-

Donald’s in Asuza, California, that set 

a record for a new construction unit 

for the retailer, achieving a 3.25 per-

cent cap rate. The company also set 

records for 7-Eleven and Rite Aid in 

various areas.

“Buyers continue to pay premium yields 

in the 4 percent to 6 percent range, unlev-

eraged, and even some 4 percent in sup-

ply-constrained markets in California for 

tenants such as 7-Eleven, Chick-fil-A and 

Starbucks,” says Jeremy McChesney, exec-

utive vice president of Hanley Investment 

Group Real Estate Advsiors. 

He adds, “This single tenant category 

will be the last to see price adjustments 

as most buyers are acquiring these hard-

to-find assets will all cash. However, we 

are seeing cap rates starting to push up 

in the secondary markets where retail 

single tenant properties with regional or 

local tenants might transact closer to a 7 

AdvertoriAl

Q: Within retail, what assets are most readily available? Do they line up 
with buyers’ expectations? 

A: The single-tenant assets that are most readily available are the dollar stores. For example, while there are a total of 81 Circle K 
and 7-Eleven convenience stores currently listed for sale, there are currently a total of 645 dollar stores on the market (i.e., Dollar 
General, Dollar Tree and Family Dollar). The dollar stores trade for a higher return than the convenience store chains due to the 
nature of the location and the quality of the real estate. These investments typically match up with the buyers’ expectations. If you 
are buying a dollar store in a secondary or tertiary market, you would expect a higher return on that investment since the majority 
of these are located in smaller markets.

Q: What is the largest trend you see for net-lease retail properties?

A: We think what is on everyone’s mind is “internet-resistant” — how does my investment combat the increasing trend of people 
shopping online vs. brick and mortar? Investors are being highly selective to choose investments that are more likely to withstand 
the market encroachment of online retailers such as Amazon.com. Sought-after single-tenant triple-net lease tenants include fast-
food and quick-serve restaurants like McDonald’s and Chick-fil-A, Starbucks, and convenience stores like 7-Eleven.

Q: How active will 2018 be?

A: As long as interest rates don’t go crazy and there are no unforeseen impacts to the economy, we think that 2018 could be a 
similar year to 2017. If interest rates creep up too quickly, there can be a lag time between when buyers and sellers can agree on the 
valuation of assets. However, we still expect demand to remain strong for high-quality, internet-resistant, single-tenant net-lease 
assets located in supply-constrained markets. 

Ed Hanley

President

Jeremy McChesney

Executive Vice President 

https://Amazon.com/
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percent or 8 percent cap rate.”

While cap rates remain low for 

high-quality, well-located new con-

struction projects, there is some move-

ment on assets that will face challeng-

es from e-commerce and the shift in 

retail’s fundamentals.

“We have seen a slight shift in cap rates 

as interest rates have risen, and e-com-

merce pressure on big box retailers has 

increased,” says Kukes. “Just as in the 

first quarter of 2017, we expect there to 

be continued volatility in the retail sector 

as certain retailers will undoubtedly file 

for Chapter 11 bankruptcy in the first 

quarter of 2018 after the holiday season. 

This will be followed by underperform-

ing store closures and potential large-scale 

company liquidations altogether.”

“The interest rate environment and 

net lease pricing go hand-in-hand, al-

though not necessarily in immediate 

terms,” notes Alan Pontius, senior 

vice president and national direc-

tor, specialty divisions at Marcus & 

Millichap. “The marketplace is so-

phisticated enough to recognize that 

a short spike in interest rates may 

not be a trend and things can settle 

down. Pricing isn’t quite in lockstep 

with short-term movements in rates. 

Generally speaking, transaction veloc-

ity and yields have been relatively flat 

during 2017.”

As with all real estate, top location 

and credit will win the race in the long 

run.

“We see cap rates for quality assets 

remaining low as there continues to be 

a flight to quality,” says Chad Adams, 

principal of Patriot Equity Partners. “As 

the retail landscape evolves and some 

companies feel the negative financial 

impact, they lose momentum with both 

shoppers and the country’s most active 

net lease investors. These changes are 

happening fast and, in return, this gets us 

back to what we saw several years ago in 

the net lease market. One of my partners 

referred to supply in the form of either 

‘trophies or train wrecks.’ The trophies 

create demand and, in return, continue to 

trade at all-time low cap rates. The train 

wrecks will be substantially more difficult 

to trade, but will eventually find a home. 

History has shown investors rationalize 

risk as they look to achieve higher yields.”

Due to interest rate concerns, as well 

as supply and demand fluctuating, pricing 

has been difficult to pin down and buyers 

have been slower to find the properties 

and deals that fit their needs. As a result, 

brokers have had to work harder for cli-

ents on the buy side and sell side.

“Price adjustments happen on a 

regular basis across the sector,” says 

Horvath. “There are fewer buyers on 

the market today than there were six 

to nine months ago. As a seller, and as 

a broker, you don’t have the leverage 

you once had. You have to be cautious 

how you position assets and who you 

select as a buyer.”

Pontius adds, “Clearly, investors 

do not have the leverage of a yield 

environment that is expanding,” says 

Pontius. “Conversely, the industry 

continues to face questions about the 

overall dynamic of retail, especially 

the online versus bricks-and-mortar 

world. Yield expectations in the mar-

ketplace have been pretty flat. Liquidi-

ty has remained high; you simply have 

a flat volume market.”

SUPPLY

Supply of single tenant net lease prop-

erties is bifurcated based on the quality of 

the retail. The supply of older net leased 

properties, with less term remaining on 

the lease, is strong, as is the supply of 

certain sub-classes like dollar stores and 

banks that are out of favor with some 

investors. 

“There is a lot of supply coming on 

the market,” says Horvath. “There is 

an oversupply of certain asset classes, 

like the dollar stores and drug stores. 

Good deals in the market are still 

limited. Those well-located, well-po-

sitioned assets with good credit are 

still moving well.”

Snyder of Colliers International 

agrees: “Banks, drug stores and dol-

lar stores are hard to sell these days.” 

Meanwhile, the supply of net lease 

retail properties that have strong cred-

it tenants in top locations has been 

constrained by slow retail growth and 

cautious site selection by retailers.

“Lack of supply has been one of the 

problem areas for several years,” says 

Ian Harrison, vice president of AEI 

Funds, a buyer of net lease proper-

ties. “In the past year, as some retailers 

have failed and others have smartly 

halted store growth, supply in the 

marketplace is at an all-time low. The 

pipeline of new development is limited 

to a short list of retailers, restaurants 

and gas/convenience stores. The lat-

ter two segments are trading quite 

aggressively.”

Horvath notes that properties sell-

ing quickly include convenience and 

gas stores, quick service food loca-

tions, and lower price point drug 

stores and urgent care centers. New 

development, in particular, is always 

of interest to buyers who want to 

know the property will be around for 

a long time. Buyers of newer prop-

erties are also taking their time and 

doing their due diligence to make sure 

the retailer’s business model is fit for 

the full term of the lease.

“Investors want to understand the 

retailer’s business model,” says Wolfe. 

“Whether a company is public or pri-

vate, they want to know if they see a 

future with that retailer.”

While some product types may be 

out of favor, that doesn’t mean that 

they are not moving off the market. 

What is a contrarian play to some in-

vestors may be a winner to others, and 

taking a risk on a location can have 

its rewards.

“Dollar stores are still moving very 

well, even in the middle of nowhere,” 

says Glen Kunofsky, founder and 

chairman of the NNN Pro Group and 

Hanley Investment Group arranged the sale 
of a new single tenant absolute net-lease Rite 
Aid in Menifee, California. The purchase price 
was $9 million, which represented a cap rate 
of 4.72 percent.
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senior director of the national retail 

group and net leased properties group 

at Marcus & Millichap. “We sold 161 

in 2017. It becomes a risk versus re-

ward; if the real estate is weaker, the 

investor will want a higher return to 

take that risk.”

With retailers vetting locations and 

doing more due diligence than ever to 

justify a new location, new construc-

tion today is considered more valuable 

than in the past.

“We have been selling brand new de-

velopment very consistently,” says Snyder. 

“Why? You have new long-term leases. 

You have new construction so there are 

no concerns about the building having is-

sues. You have typically strong financials 

for the tenant since they are in an expan-

sion mode. And you have perceived safe-

ty and security with those fundamentals. 

The only factor you don’t have is sales 

history since the store is new.”

Meanwhile, many investment sales 

professionals feel that now is a good 

time to be a seller in large part because 

of the constrained supply for top cred-

it retail locations. 

“Inventories have increased; many land-

lord/investor/owners wish to take full ad-

vantage of the low cap rate environment,” 

says Sean O’Shea, managing director of 

BRC Advisors/The O’Shea Net Lease Ad-

visory. “The result has been magnificent 

for sellers and challenging for buyers, 

whether they are tax motivated in a 1031 

exchange or simply investors looking for 

stable, predictable income streams.” 

New supply in the industry is also be-

ing created from older properties by re-

newing or extending lease terms. That is 

creating a strong supply, especially for lo-

cations that have a record of healthy sales. 

“The majority of the supply of new sin-

gle tenant net lease retail is a result of the 

restructuring of the existing tenant leas-

es,” says McChesney. “The leases have 

been renegotiated or extended in order to 

increase the value of the property. Rede-

velopment of functionally obsolete build-

ings located on quality real estate has also 

contributed to the increase in supply.”

It has also become more common in 

the industry for sellers shedding A-quality 

assets to buy one or more B-quality assets, 

lease or re-lease the location and renovate 

Capital Provider 
for Corporate America

VEREIT® is not affi  liated or associated with, is not endorsed by, does not endorse, and is 

not sponsored by or a sponsor of the tenants or of their products or services pictured or 

mentioned. The names, logos and all related product and service names, design marks and 

slogans are the trademarks or service marks of their respective companies.

VEREIT owns and actively manages a diversifi ed

portfolio of retail, restaurant, offi  ce and industrial

real estate assets. The size and scale of our portfolio, 

along with our team of real estate experts,

allows us to provide capital to corporate America. 

Learn more at www.VEREIT.com.

Discipline. Transparency. Consistency.

https://www.vereit.com/
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the property. These value-add properties 

have a larger yield than some A prop-

erties, even though there is an upfront 

capital expense needed for renovation or 

reformatting.

“Existing owners are ‘trading up’ 

by buying B/C properties after sell-

ing their A properties to get a higher 

return due to all the work typically 

needed to clean up the leases and ren-

ovate,” says Kaplan. 

Kunofsky and his NNNPro Group 

recently sold a portfolio of Burger 

King locations in California. The sell-

er, who will likely see sub 5 percent 

on the cap rate of its properties, is 

seeking to acquire properties with the 

proceeds where the cap rate will be 

around 7.5 percent.

DEMAND

Demand has remained steady for sin-

gle tenant retail properties throughout 

the past few years. Sales volume for sin-

gle tenant net lease retail has been steady 

throughout 2016 and 2017, according to 

Real Capital Analytics. In 2015, the in-

dustry had a remarkable year, with sales 

totaling more than $20.2 billion; 2016 

saw that volume drop to approximately 

$15.1 billion. The first three quarters of 

2017 saw just over $11 billion in sales in 

the sector, about $1 billion over the same 

three quarters in 2016. 

“Demand for net lease properties is go-

ing to continue to be strong,” says Wolfe. 

“The 1031 market is still very active, and 

the 10-year Treasury today is strong. In-

vestors are still yield-starved so net lease 

is still a good place for investors to put 

their capital.”

Like supply, demand varies by subcate-

gory within single tenant net lease retail. 

There is a strong demand on the top end 

of the market for properties that are new-

ly built with long terms on their strong 

credit leases. At the same time, there is 

demand for assets that can be repurposed 

or where the lease can be restructured due 

to strong performance of the property. In 

the middle sits underperforming retail, or 

properties whose future is uncertain in the 

eyes of investors. These include areas like 

pharmacies, some categories of restau-

rants and retail that may be vulnerable to 

e-commerce. Drug stores, once a darling 

of the industry, have scared some inves-

tors because of the prolonged merger of 

Walgreens and Rite Aid.

“Pharmacy has been out of favor in the 

last 18 months, simply due to the Wal-

greens and Rite Aid merger,” says Rick 

Chichester, president and CEO of Faris 

Ralph Cram

President

AdvertoriAl

Q: With cap rates rising slightly, have you altered your investment criteria, or changed the assets you are acquiring? 
A: As a lender to net lease developers, we focus closely on the developer’s initial profit margins on each transaction. With construction costs 
increasing and cap rates rising slightly, developer profits will be under pressure next year. Therefore, having an adequate profit margin going 
into the transaction prevents developers from becoming “upside down” on the project and thus defaulting on our loans to them.

Q: Is it challenging to acquire properties in this market? What strengths does your company have in acquisitions?
A: Our core strength is that we can provide more proceeds than the average community bank, thus reducing the need for outside equity. On 
a weighted cost of capital basis, our high-leverage construction and bridge loans are less expensive than a lower-cost but moderate leverage 
bank loan combined with JV equity partner requiring back-end profit participation. What makes us different on the JV equity side is that 
we are generally more willing to fund equity for properties of newer companies and concepts, or for special situations, than many of our 
competitors. We also focus on smaller properties of less than $10M, which is usually too small for most institutional partners. Unlike many 
HNW and family offices, our sole focus is on net lease real estate. We understand the market, and have made informed and firm funding 
commitments on 39 net lease transactions over the past three years. During our history, we have closed on all the term sheets that we have 
issued where the developer was able, willing and prepared to close.

Q:	What	do	your	investors	expect	from	your	firm?
A: No loan defaults and higher return on their short-term (less than 24 months) investment than other short-term real estate investments.

Q: What are your predictions for 2018?
A: We anticipate that higher construction costs, especially interior finishes, are going to put upward pressure on rents or downward pressure 
on profit margin. Saying that, we expect strong demand to continue for new properties with long-term leases from the right tenants. We also 
expect to see more high net worth investors looking at smaller medical net leased properties to reduce the risk of “Being Amazoned” over 
the term of the lease and having their tenant go out of business. The good news is that the tax reform bill keeps the 1031 tax free exchange 
unchanged for real estate assets. If it survives, the 1031 tax code provision should survive until the next administration change.

The sale of this 4,411-square-foot 

McDonald’s in Atlanta was recently brokered 

by Faris Lee Investments. 
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Lee Investments. “What wasn’t known 
then has crystalized as to what will remain 
Rite Aid and what will remain Walgreens. 
Another factor for the pharmacy space is 
Amazon’s potential impact. I expect that 
2018 will be more active in this category 
with more clarity among the three big 
pharmacy brands.”

The threat of e-commerce sales en-
croaching traditional retail location, 
while not a concern for seasoned 
investors, has made some investors 
wary of certain property types. Buy-
ers are looking for tenants who have 
a strong history, or a resistance, to 
e-commerce.

“We have seen strong demand for 
discount soft goods tenants such as 
Burlington, Ross Dress for Less, TJ 
Maxx, dollar stores, as well as non-re-
tail uses such as gyms, theaters, enter-
tainment businesses and quasi-medical 
assets like dialysis, plasma, transfu-
sion and physical therapy centers,” 
says Kukes.

“The preferred property types for 

buyers remain quick service restaurants 
(QSR), automotive parts, pharmacy, dol-
lar stores and grocery,” says Chichester. 
“Big box single tenants are out of favor to 
the passive investor. In some cases, QSR 
is less favorable because we’ve seen a lot 
more risk in the restaurant business and 
certainly some fast casual restaurants are 
being challenged.”

“In the course of 2017, things were rath-
er frozen in place for a long time,” says 
O’Shea. “That didn’t mean that people 
weren’t completing transactions, but they 
were not completed in the same velocity 
that was expected.” He noted that some 
buyers were playing catch up at the end 
of the year.

Uncertainty regarding the inclusion of 
a 1031 like-kind exchange provision in the 
new tax code was one factor that played 
into the volume of demand in 2017. And 
there was some anxiety among 1031 in-
vestors as to whether the rule would be 
revisited by legislators again if a reform 
failed to pass. As Congress passed the tax 
reform act in December, it did include a 

1031 provision. 
A big factor limiting demand for net 

lease in the last 18 months has been the 
plateauing volume of transactions in the 
multifamily business. Many 1031 transac-
tions are done by individuals exchanging 
multifamily properties for net lease retail 
properties, as they seek more passive 
investments.

“Cap rates have gotten aggressive on 
multifamily properties, and a lot of buyers 
in that sector just can’t make the numbers 
work,” says Jon Hipp, CEO of Calkain 
Companies. “There’s no question there’s 
been a slowdown in exchangers from mul-
tifamily, but it seems like we’ve gotten an 
uptick from those exchanging farm land. 
That has generated some large exchanges 
in the market. Older industrial properties 
are also hot; those two have really taken 
over where multifamily was.”

“We are still seeing private investors 
exiting from management-intensive in-
vestments and moving to purchase single 
tenant net lease assets to eliminate land-
lord responsibilities,” says McChesney. 

AdvertoriAl

Q: What has been the biggest challenge: supply or demand? 

A: Our team specializes in the sale of “blue chip” net leased investments, which we define as newly constructed properties leased 
to national tenants on a long-term basis. Based on the pricing we achieved in 2017, the supply and demand relationship in that asset 
class continues to favor developers/sellers. 

Q: Within retail, what assets are most readily available? Do they line up with buyers’ expectations?

A: There continues to be a steady supply of “blue chip” net leased assets for the majority of investment requirements. That said, in 
2017 we experienced an uptick in supply of newly constructed, multi-tenant retail centers (2-4 tenants) leased to national tenants. 
The increased supply can be attributed to higher land prices and construction costs, which made single tenant development harder 
to pencil — thus creating the economic need for developers to build multi-tenant projects. Out of the 130+ transactions that our 
4-broker team closed in 2017, nearly 40 of those were 2+ tenant net leased investments.

Q:	How	have	buyers	shifted	their	criteria	over	the	past	five	years?

A: While certain segments of the marketplace have undergone some adjustment over the past five years, “blue chip” net leased 
assets continue to command a premium. In fact, our team compressed the market cap rate in Q4-17 for several tenants across 
multiple sectors including QSR, Pharmacy, and Grocery.

Vincent Aicale
Executive Director

Scott Crowle
Senior Director

Michael T. Yuras, CCIM
Executive Managing Director

Ryan Forsyth
Executive Director
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“However, they are approaching the pur-
chase of single tenant retail assets with 
more caution than we have seen in the 
past.”

Institutional buyers have continued to 
purchase at a regular pace. Their negoti-
ating strength is the fact they are gener-
ally purchasing with cash and are able to 
close quickly. Institutional investors tend 
to know the market well, and will wait for 
the right property rather than join a feeding 
frenzy over an asset. 

“We are patient,” says Harrison of AEI 
Funds. “Many of our competitors, includ-
ing the 1031 market, cannot afford to be 
so and, as a result, discipline tends to 
wane. This lack of discipline could come 
back to bite in years to come.”

“Institutional buyers are still sitting on 
a ton of cash,” says Hipp. “Some of them 
have recycled capital by selling assets and 
creating cash; they are looking to place 
that money in properties. Most institu-
tional buyers want to purchase proper-
ties with cap rates in the high 6s to 7.5 
percent.”

For some institutional investors, mov-
ing from retail to more single-tenant user 
facilities has been the answer to filling 
demand. United Trust Fund continues to 
find strong companies who are one-of-a-
kind to provide capital for build-to-suit 
investments.

“We might go a little further down the 
credit spectrum than we would have done 
years ago, given a stronger quality real es-

tate,” says Berliner of United Trust Fund 
(UTF). “What we look at is how we are 
going to repaid, in terms of our return. 
We want to be able to get our principal 
back at any given time. You do that with 
quality real estate, because that continues 
to appreciate over time.”

UTF recently helped build a new head-
quarters for lettuce producer Taylor Fresh 
Foods in Salinas, California. While that is 
not a top location, with a 20-year lease in 
place, UTF felt comfortable because the 
company has a strong history and bright 
future. 

“With some retail, there is a lot of fear 
of e-commerce and that you may have a 
lot of empty boxes,” says Berliner. “We 
are a little more cautious with retail today. 
We’re selective in certain areas of retail. 
We still think there is a place for some 
retailers, but not all of them.”

There is much excitement among bro-
kers that a number of capital players are 
eyeing the single tenant net lease sector. 

“The institutional side of our business 
continues to evolve and is gaining interest 

Andrew M. Fallon

Executive Managing 

Director

AdvertoriAl

Q: What has been the biggest challenge: supply or demand? 
A: The biggest challenge in 2017 has been supply — not to say there isn’t a lot of supply of net lease in the marketplace. In fact, there are 
more net lease assets marketed for sale now than there were 5 years ago. The asset class has become more mainstream and owners have been 
listing more properties given the increase in asset valuation. The difference between then and now is the quality of the asset available and the 
supply is limited for high quality assets. We’ve seen fewer brand new build to suit deals and ground lease assets based on retailers being more 
selective on locations and site criteria.. The majority of what’s been available and trading in 2017 are second generation properties that have 
shorter lease durations. These are now being recycled back into the marketplace. Demand remains very strong from all buyer profiles including 
private capital, 1031 exchanges and REIT/institutional investors. As a result 2017 volume was strong and right in line with the record number 
of transactions we saw in 2016.

Q: Within retail, what assets are most readily available? Do they line up with buyers’ expectations?
A: In terms of new construction, dollar stores are the most readily available retail assets in the net lease space today. Dollar General’s growth 
plans are to open 1,000 stores a year. As a result, there are hundreds of new dollar stores available as preferred developers build and sell these 
assets. At any given time, there can be 500+ dollar stores available for sale. 
 Given the fact that the Dollar Generals are brand new construction, with a passive 15 year NNN lease, they meet the demand of many 
private capital and 1031 exchange buyers. However, there is a disconnect based on the fact that dollar stores are typically located in secondary 
and tertiary markets. While they offer investment grade credit and favorable lease terms, they don’t always satisfy buyers’ expectations and 
requirements in terms of quality of real estate and intrinsic value of the location. For this reason, dollar stores generally trade at higher cap rate 
in the 6.5 to 7% range. Buyer’s expectations need to be adjusted when they are seeking high quality assets with long-term NNN leases in the 
primary markets. 

Q: How active a year will 2018 be?
A: The net lease market peaked in 2015 and leveled off in 2016 and 2017 with record transaction volume both in number of deals and total 
volume. We expect this to continue in 2018 and are planning a very active year in the net lease space. We’ll see an uptick in activity where 
shopping center owners are capitalizing on the current values of pad sites and outparcel ground leases — a trend we expect to continue given 
the compressed cap rates in the net lease space versus the blended cap rate for an entire shopping center.  The limited supply of high-quality 
assets will continue to drive pricing and valuations. 

Hanley Investment Group completed the sale 
of a new Popeyes with a drive-thru, which 
opened in April 2017, in Perris, California. The 
purchase price was $2,380,000, representing 
a cap rate of 4.41 percent, a record-low cap 
rate for a single-tenant Popeyes located in 
the Inland Empire.
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from many of the country’s largest asset 

managers seeking a steady return,” says 

Adams of Patriot Equity Partners. “Every 

few years, there seems to be a new type of 

institutional investor entering the market 

and adding diversity to the buyer pool. 

The evolution on this side of the busi-

ness has gone from limited partnerships, 

publicly traded REITs, non-traded REITs, 

TICs, DSTs and today we are seeing an 

ever growing interest from private equi-

ty. This type of investor will likely be the 

next big player in net lease due to their 

sophistication and financial fortitude to 

invest in all aspects of net lease, includ-

ing developer equity, reverse build-to-suit, 

long-term ownership and large corporate 

sale-leasebacks.”

The slowdown has occurred with 

individual investors seeking net lease 

properties. Compressed cap rates 

combined with rising interest rates 

have impacted the yields that investors 

can obtain. One broker says he has 

even advised clients that unless they 

are tax motivated, it will be difficult 

to achieve an acceptable return. 

“Many buyers look to the past and 

say they must have a 7 percent or 8 

percent return,” says O’Shea. “That is 

probably not going to happen in the 

short term.”

“Investors today are trying to evaluate 

what their credit profiles are for tenants: 

What is this concept as it relates to online 

risk? What kind of physical location do I 

have?” says Pontius. “The higher the qual-

ity of real estate, the more re-leaseable the 

asset is itself and the more interesting the 

asset will be to the continued evolution of 

concepts who will want that space.”

BROKERAGE

With the challenges ahead, and the mar-

ket as it is at the present time, having a 

strong, experienced broker pays off. Ne-

gotiation is where a lot of the margin in a 

deal will occur. 

“You want to position your asset so that 

the broad-based market reacts; you don’t 

want to be waiting for a purple squirrel to 

come buy your property. Understanding 

the market and properly underwriting the 

assets, as well as properly positioning a 

property for sale are paramount in today’s 

environment,” says Horvath.

With supply limited and with some sup-

ply unfamiliar to return buyers, brokers 

have had to educate investors on new 

retail concepts, show evidence of the via-

bility of locations and provide proof of a 

retailer’s long-term viability. Brokers rep-

resenting sellers have had to justify pricing 

AdvertoriAl

Q: Within retail, what assets are most readily available? 

 Do they line up with buyers’ expectations?
A: Dollar stores, pharmacy and automotive-oriented retail are in greatest 
supply. The expectation gap is mainly a function of these leases being, in 9 
out of 10 cases, flat for either the entire primary term (until option periods) or flat for the first 10 years of an original 15 to 20-year lease term. 
Additionally, with the exception of Dollar General and some pharmacy leases, much of this inventory is NN rather than NNN or absolute 
NNN, so the landlord bears responsibility for the roof, structure, and often also parking, landscaping, and some HVAC CAPEX. The inventory 
is attractive from a credit standpoint, but not from a lease structure standpoint to the most aggressive component of the buyer pool.

Q:	 How	have	buyers	shifted	their	criteria	over	the	past	five	years?
A: Pressure from e-commerce has shifted buyer demand to “Amazon-resistant” tenant categories like food and service which traditionally 
occupy pads and outparcels in front of a lineup of big and junior box or anchor spaces in shopping centers. Traditional soft goods retailers 
and big box users are, in general, shrinking their desired brick and mortar footprints, creating further pause for investors. This softening in the 
big box categories drives that institutional and private investor demand to the outparcel and pad uses. Thus, we are seeing more bid activity 
on small shop multi-tenant retail offerings, and single tenant restaurants. Overall demand for retail remains active, but the type of retail that 
investors demand is shifting toward food, experiential and service uses. 

Q: What is the largest trend you see for net lease retail properties?
A: We witnessed cap rate expansion in the big and junior box net lease retail categories in 2017. We do not expect the same significant softening 
in 2018. In other words, the market, from our perspective has already priced in the concern of the “Amazon effect.” Dollars that need to find a 
home, whether raised by public/private REITs or private investors will be bidding on a smaller pool of remaining internet-resistant retailers, 
which we believe will result in a protracted low cap rate environment, particularly for restaurants. The definition of a retail asset has also 
perhaps widened. The majority of our clients are seeking what were once alternative tenant use categories, to generate yield or find a safe 
home for exchange dollars. These include childcare/daycare facilities; entertainment uses like Main Event and Dave & Busters; and gyms, from 
regionally-franchised concepts like Planet Fitness to corporate-backed operators like LA Fitness. Finally, medical users, whether urgent care, 
physician-owned emergency rooms, or surgery centers, are taking on space that once housed more traditional retail uses as they continue to see 
the benefits of walk-in traffic and synergy with greater mixed-use or shopping center developments to drive patient growth and retention. 

Patrick Luther

Managing Principal, 

National Net Lease Group

Matthew Mousavi

Managing Principal, 

National Net Lease Group

Hanley Investment Group arranged the sale 

of a single-tenant corporate MedExpress 

urgent healthcare center in Battle Creek, 

Michigan. The 4,716-square-foot building 

is situated along one of Battle Creek’s main 

retail corridors.
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and closely watch market comps asset by 

asset; net lease has become a localized 

business where one corner can be more 

valuable than the next.

“Brokers have had to work a lot 

harder in the past year,” says Snyder. 

“We focused heavily on market comps 

and sales comps. We presented a lot of 

data to clients so they could make a 

more educated and informed decision 

regarding their deal. You have to be 

right on target with price. If the market 

is at a 6 percent cap rate and you price 

your deal at 5.75 percent, you may get 

no interest. You price it at 6 percent 

and the offers come. The margin for 

error has been reduced. Clients under-

stand this and they have priced more 

conservatively for properties to move.”

Knowing each buyer’s and seller’s 

desired outcome — rather than simply 

a return figure — is also paramount 

to brokers. They are no longer sim-

ply charged with selling a property or 

finding a property; there is much more 

involved in a deal today.

“The fundamentals sought by buyers 

are primarily determined by their invest-

ment objectives,” says Philip Wickstrom, 

managing principal of The Net Lease 

Group. “Buyers seeking to maximize 

their return may prefer net lease proper-

ties with shorter remaining lease terms, 

various landlord responsibilities or less 

creditworthy tenants. Buyers seeking to 

preserve wealth and achieve stable, pre-

dictable income will prefer tenants with 

investment-grade credit ratings, longer 

remaining lease terms and minimal to no 

landlord responsibilities. Buyers seeking 

net lease properties with tax advantaged 

structures may prefer properties that are 

or can be highly leveraged, have minimal 

or no free cash flow and at least 15 years 

of remaining lease term.”

Being a broker today means doing a 

lot of legwork, no matter how simple a 

transaction may seem, say investment 

sales specialists.

“Many brokers know the math, but not 

the equation,” says Matthew May, presi-

dent of May Realty Advisors. “They can 

give you the cap rates of any retailer across 

the country. But to know the equation, 

you have to understand a specific location 

of a specific retailer.”

May recently had a deal he was working 

on for a drug location in Ohio for a cli-

ent. The sales history was strong and the 

location appeared, on paper, to be great, 

located in front of an automobile manu-

facturing plant. In his due diligence, he 

discovered the auto manufacturing facili-

ty would be closing in the next year, taking 

with it a lot of business to the drug store.

“A broker needs to dissect the real es-

tate and understand the retailer — how are 

they doing, what are the comp sales, is this 

retailer growing, what are they projecting, 

what is their history and where are they in 

the cycle?” says May. “If you don’t under-

stand retailing to its core, you cannot in 

good faith represent a property to your 

client.”

As retail evolves, investors are evolving 

to understand the assets they are buy-

ing. Whereas a few years ago they were 

concerned with parking cash in net lease 
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properties for steady returns, that has 

changed with the times.

“Investors have to remember that sin-

gle tenant net lease retail is real estate, 

and real estate is not a commodity,” says 

Chichester. “You can’t assume that the 

tenant or rent is predictable throughout 

its term. A property is either 100 percent 

leased or 100 percent vacant. Investors 

have to know the fundamentals of the 

real estate and strength of the tenant, and 

whether the terms of the lease are appro-

priately valued.”

Many brokers are expecting 2018 to 

be similar to 2017 — slow but steady. In a 

rising interest rate environment, investors 

will be cautious about the properties they 

buy, especially in a period where retail is 

changing.

“There will be some volatility with 

waves of demand in the market,” says 

Snyder. “Overall, I think transaction vol-

ume will be down, but there will still be 

demand for properties. It takes time for 

buyers’ expectations and sellers’ expecta-

tions to meet.” 

“The supply and demand fundamentals 

and interest rate indices continue to favor 

sellers,” says Yuras of Cushman & Wake-

field. “With that said, we believe that bro-

ker expertise and attention to detail will 

be a major factor in maintaining pricing.” 

SCB

Gordon Whiting

Managing Director

AdvertoriAl

Q: With cap rates rising slightly, have you altered your investment criteria, or changed the assets you are acquiring? 

A: We have not altered our investment criteria or changed the assets we are acquiring. Angelo, Gordon Net Lease 
(“AGNL”) invests across all asset classes but primarily focuses on mission critical industrial and office properties. We 
have not seen cap rates increase significantly in these markets. In fact, industrial market cap rates have remained low 
and the space is competitive. In this environment, AGNL continues to seek mission critical properties. AGNL sources 
transactions from relationships with brokerage firms, private equity firms and real estate operating partners.

Q: Is it challenging to acquire properties in this market? What strengths does your company have in acquisitions?

A: While the market is competitive, 2017 was AGNL’s most productive year. AGNL’s strengths stem from our group’s 
position within the Angelo, Gordon & Co. platform. Angelo, Gordon & Co. has extensive experience investing in real 
estate and credit. AGNL focuses primarily on transactions with sub-investment grade companies. AGNL works with the 
other Angelo, Gordon & Co. platforms to underwrite transactions. AGNL is able to understand complex situations and 
close transactions all-cash, and quickly.

Q: What are your predictions for 2018?

A: We expect 2018 to be a strong year and are most productive to date. Low unemployment and healthy GDP growth 
provide a positive economic backdrop for net lease real estate.

Landmark Investment Sales arranged the sale of an OptimEyes location in Clinton Township, 

Michigan. 

Join SCB for InterFace Net Lease West, 

February 27 at the Omni Los Angeles 

Hotel. For more information, visit 

www.interfaceconferencegroup.com/

nlwest2018

http://www.interfaceconferencegroup.com/
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